**UW CourseVis**

“Makes Finding and Comparing Courses and Instructors Possible”
- Our Vision

“The students love CourseVis”
- OMA&D Advisor

“All 86 students who took our survey said that they were able to successfully compare different courses with the visualization”
- Student Survey

### Motivation

- Too many course rating tools
- Current tools are not comprehensive
- No centralized place for course data

### Ideation Process

Testing & Evaluation  Implementation

Current Version

### Using the Tool

1. **Search Courses**

   Course Ratings Explorer
   - Find great courses and instructors.
   - Select search options to refine results

2. **Filter Offerings**

   - Use the interactive brush filter to narrow down your results into specific metric ranges

3. **Compare Courses**

   - Hover over courses to view course information
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